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Abstract

It is very common to use quotations (quotes) to001
make our writings more elegant or convincing.002
To help people find appropriate quotes more003
efficiently, the task of quote recommendation004
is presented, aiming to recommend quotes005
that fit the current context of writing. There006
have been various quote recommendation ap-007
proaches, but they are evaluated on different008
unpublished datasets. To facilitate the research009
on this task, we build a large and fully open010
quote recommendation dataset called QuoteR,011
which comprises three parts including English,012
standard Chinese and classical Chinese. Any013
part of it is larger than previous unpublished014
counterparts. We conduct an extensive evalua-015
tion of existing quote recommendation meth-016
ods on QuoteR. Furthermore, we propose a017
new quote recommendation model that signif-018
icantly outperforms previous methods on all019
three parts of QuoteR. All the code and data020
of this paper will be released.021

1 Introduction022

A quotation, or quote for short, is a sequence023

of words that someone else has said or written.1024

Quotes are quite useful in writing — they can not025

only help illuminate and emphasize the meaning026

we want to convey, but also endow our writing with027

elegance and credibility (Cole, 2008). As a result,028

the use of quotes is very common and, moreover,029

universal among all languages.030

However, it is not an easy job for ordinary people031

to promptly come up with appropriate quotes that032

fit the current context of writing, due to the huge033

number of quotes. Search engines can provide034

some help in finding quotes by keyword match-035

ing, but it is not enough. Quotes generally ex-036

press their meanings implicitly by rhetorical de-037

vices like metaphor and have different word usages038

from modern and everyday writing, as illustrated039

1In this paper, we focus on the famous quotes that mainly
include proverbs, maxims and other famous sayings.

“There’s an old Bible verse my dad used to say all the 
time that says sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof,” 
Pyron said. “In other words — today has its own set of 
problems, we can’t do anything about yesterday, and I 
don’t want to jump too far into tomorrow.”

Figure 1: An example of usage of quotes.

in Figure 1, for which quote search based on key- 040

word matching is ineffective. In addition, some 041

quote repository websites organize quotes by topic. 042

However, even after filtering by topic, there are still 043

too many candidate quotes, and selecting a suitable 044

one does not become much easier. 045

To tackle these challenges, Tan et al. (2015) in- 046

troduce the task of quote recommendation, aiming 047

to automatically recommend suitable quotes given 048

the context of writing.2 Afterward, a series of stud- 049

ies propose various approaches to this task (Ahn 050

et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2016, 2018). However, 051

these studies use different evaluation datasets, and 052

none of them are publicly available. The lack of a 053

standard and open dataset is undoubtedly a serious 054

obstacle to the quote recommendation research. 055

In this paper, to solve this problem, we build a 056

large quote recommendation dataset that will be 057

publically released. This dataset is named QuoteR 058

(abbreviated from Quote Recommendataion) and 059

composed of three parts: (1) the English part that 060

comprises 6,108 English quotes with 126,713 con- 061

texts; (2) the standard Chinese (Mandarin) part, 062

which contains 3,004 standard Chinese quotes 063

with 40,842 contexts; and (3) the classical Chinese 064

(Wenyan) part, which comprises 4,438 classical 065

Chinese quotes (including classical poems) and 066

116,537 contexts. Any part of this dataset is abso- 067

lutely larger than, or even doubles, previous closed- 068

source counterparts. 069

We conduct a fair and extensive evaluation of ex- 070

isting quote recommendation methods on QuoteR 071

2This task also has great value to research, as a touchstone
for NLP models’ abilities in language understanding, semantic
matching and linguistic coherence estimation.
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with a thorough set of metrics. By analyzing these072

methods and their evaluation results, we find two073

weaknesses of these methods and propose a new074

method by making corresponding improvements,075

which we hope would serve as a strong baseline for076

quote recommendation.077

First, most existing methods encode contexts078

and quotes into vectors for quote-context match-079

ing, using LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,080

1997) or CNN (Kim, 2014) as the encoders. These081

encoders have proven inferior to the pre-trained082

language models like BERT (Devlin et al., 2019),083

which limits the final quote recommendation per-084

formance. Therefore, we try to utilize a pre-trained085

language model, specifically BERT, as the sentence086

encoders to learn representations of quotes and con-087

texts. Considering the huge compute resulting from088

the large scale of the dataset and the BERT model,089

it is nontrivial to train the context and quote en-090

coders simultaneously. We design an ingenious091

training strategy to address this issue.092

Second, it is harder to learn good representa-093

tions for quotes compared with contexts, because094

most quotes are quite pithy, and their words usu-095

ally carry rich semantics, as shown in Figure 1.096

Existing methods, however, do not address this097

challenge well. To handle this challenge, we incor-098

porate a kind of general lexical knowledge, namely099

sememes, into the quote encoder, aiming to im-100

prove the representations of quotes. A sememe101

is defined as the minimum semantic unit in lin-102

guistics (Bloomfield, 1926), and the sememes of a103

word atomically interpret the meaning of the word.104

Incorporating sememes can bring more semantic105

information for quote representation learning and106

conduce to a better quote vector.107

In experiments, we demonstrate that both the uti-108

lization of BERT and the incorporation of sememes109

substantially improve quote recommendation per-110

formance. And the sememe-incorporated BERT-111

based model significantly outperforms all previous112

methods on QuoteR. Moroever, ablation and case113

studies as well as human evaluation further prove114

its effectiveness.115

To conclude, our contributions are threefold: (1)116

building a large and the first open quote recom-117

mendation dataset; (2) conducting an extensive and118

fair evaluation of existing quote recommendation119

methods; (3) proposing a quote recommendation120

model that outperforms all previous methods and121

can serve as a strong baseline for future research.122

2 Related Work 123

2.1 Quote Recommendation 124

The task of quote recommendation is originally 125

presented in Tan et al. (2015). They propose a 126

learning-to-rank framework for this task, which in- 127

tegrates 16 hand-crafted features. Tan et al. (2016) 128

and Tan et al. (2018) introduce neural networks to 129

the quote recommendation task. They use LSTMs 130

to learn distributed vector representations of con- 131

texts and quotes and conduct sentence matching 132

with these vectors. Ahn et al. (2016) combine four 133

different quote recommendation approaches includ- 134

ing matching granularity adjustment (a statistical 135

context-quote relevance prediction method), ran- 136

dom forest, CNN and LSTM. 137

In addition quote recommendation for writing, 138

some studies focus on recommending quotes in di- 139

alog. Lee et al. (2016) propose an LSTM-CNN 140

combination model to recommend quotes accord- 141

ing to Twitter dialog threads, i.e., sequences of 142

linked tweets. Wang et al. (2020) utilize an encoder- 143

decoder framework to generate quotes as response, 144

based on the separate modeling of the dialog history 145

and current query. Wang et al. (2021) adopt a se- 146

mantic matching fashion, which encodes the multi- 147

turn dialog history with Transformer (Vaswani 148

et al., 2017) and GRU (Cho et al., 2014) and en- 149

codes the quote with Transformer. 150

In terms of the datasets of quote recommenda- 151

tion for writing, Tan et al. (2015) construct an En- 152

glish dataset comprising 3,158 quotes and 64,323 153

contexts extracted from e-books in Project Guten- 154

berg.3 Ahn et al. (2016) build a similar English 155

dataset that contains 400 most frequent quotes with 156

contexts from e-books in Project Gutenberg and 157

blogs. Tan et al. (2018) build a classical Chinese 158

poetry quotation dataset that comprises over 9,000 159

poem sentences with 56,949 contexts extracted 160

from Chinese e-books on the Internet. Unfortu- 161

nately, all these datasets are not publicly available. 162

2.2 Content-based Recommendation 163

Quote recommendation is essentially a kind of 164

content-based recommendation task (Pazzani and 165

Billsus, 2007), which is aimed at recommending 166

products to users according to product descriptions 167

and users’ profiles. 168

A closely related and widely studied task is 169

content-based citation recommendation (Strohman 170

3https://www.gutenberg.org/
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et al., 2007), especially local citation recommenda-171

tion that recommends related papers given a partic-172

ular context of academic writing (He et al., 2010;173

Huang et al., 2012, 2015). Compared with quote174

recommendation, this task is targeted at structured175

documents (papers), which are much longer and176

possess abundant information such as title, abstract177

and citation relations that are useful for recommen-178

dation. Quotes are shorter and usually have no179

available information except the text, which ren-180

ders quote recommendation more challenging.181

Another highly related but niche task is idiom182

recommendation (Liu et al., 2018, 2019), which183

aims to recommend appropriate idioms for a given184

context. Existing idiom recommendation meth-185

ods are essentially covered by the quote recom-186

mendation methods described in §2.1. Liu et al.187

(2018) recommend idioms by learning represen-188

tations of the contexts and idioms, similar to the189

context-quote relevance-based quote recommenda-190

tion methods (Ahn et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2018).191

The difference lies in the use of word embeddings192

of idioms rather than a sentence encoder. Liu et al.193

(2019) regard idiom recommendation as a context-194

to-idiom machine translation problem and use an195

LSTM-based encoder-decoder framework, which196

is similar to Wang et al. (2020).197

2.3 Other Quote-related Tasks198

In addition to quote recommendation, there are199

some other quote-related tasks. For example, quote200

detection (or recognition) that is aimed at locat-201

ing spans of quotes in text (Pouliquen et al., 2007;202

Scheible et al., 2016; Pareti et al., 2013; Papay and203

Padó, 2019), and quote attribution that intends to204

automatically attribute quotes to speakers in the205

text (Elson and McKeown, 2010; O’Keefe et al.,206

2012; Almeida et al., 2014; Muzny et al., 2017).207

Different from quote recommendation that focuses208

on famous quotes, these tasks mainly deal with the209

general quotes of utterance.210

3 Task Formulation211

Before describing our dataset and model, we first212

formulate the task of quote recommendation for213

writing and introduce several basic concepts, most214

of which follow previous work (Tan et al., 2015).215

For a piece of text containing a quote q, the text216

segment occurring before the quote is named left217

context cl while the text segment occurring after218

the quote is named right context cr. The concate-219

nation of left and right contexts form the quote 220

context c = [cl; cr]. Suppose there is a quote 221

set that comprises all the known candidate quotes 222

Q = {q1, · · · , q|Q|}, where | · | denotes the cardi- 223

nality of a set. 224

In the task of quote recommendation for writ- 225

ing, a query context c is given, and the gold quote 226

qc is wanted, where the query context is the con- 227

text provided by the user and the gold quote is the 228

quote in the quote set that fits the query context 229

best. Theoretically, a query context may have more 230

than one gold quote because there are some quotes 231

that convey almost the same meaning. Following 232

previous work (Tan et al., 2015; Ahn et al., 2016), 233

for simplicity, we only regard the quote that ac- 234

tually appears together with the query context in 235

corpora as the gold quote. 236

For a quote recommendation model, given the 237

quote set Q, its input is a query context c = [cl; cr], 238

and it is supposed to calculate a rank score for 239

each candidate quote in Q and output a quote list 240

according to the descending rank scores. 241

4 Dataset Construction 242

In this section, we present the building process and 243

details of the QuoteR dataset. 244

4.1 The English Part 245

We begin with the English part. We choose the pop- 246

ular and free quote repository website Wikiquote4 247

as the source of English quotes. We download 248

its official dump and extract over 60,000 English 249

quotes in total to form the quote set. We notice that 250

previous work (Tan et al., 2015; Ahn et al., 2016) 251

collects quotes from another website named Li- 252

brary of Quotes, but this website has closed down. 253

To obtain real contexts of quotes, we use three 254

corpora. The first is the Project Gutenberg corpus 255

that previous studies use, which comprises over 256

50,000 e-books. The second corpus is BookCorpus 257

containing about 11,000 e-books (Zhu et al., 2015). 258

In addition to the two book corpora, we use the 259

OpenWebText corpus (Gokaslan and Cohen, 2019) 260

which is composed of text from web pages and has 261

different text styles from books. The total size of 262

the raw text of the three corpora reaches 48.8 GB. 263

We search all the corpora for the occurrences of 264

quotes in the quote set. Some quotes are composed 265

of multiple sentences, and only part of them are 266

cited in some cases. To cope with this situation, 267

4https://en.wikiquote.org
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Part Train Validation Test Total

English 101,171/6,008 12,771/6,108 12,771/6,108 126,713/6,108
sChinese 32,472/2,904 4,185/3,004 4,185/3,004 40,842/3,004
cChinese 93,031/4,338 11,753/4,438 11,753/4,438 116,537/4,438

Table 1: Statistics of the three parts of QuoteR. sChi-
nese and cChinese refer to standard and classical Chi-
nese, respectively. Each item like m/n means m
context-quote pairs involving n quotes. Appendix A
gives more detailed statistics.

we split each quote into sentences using Stanza (Qi268

et al., 2020) and then search for each constituent269

sentence in the corpora. If multiple constituent sen-270

tences of a quote appear sequentially, we combine271

them into an occurrence of the quote. Compared272

with previous work that searches for quotes as a273

whole (Tan et al., 2015; Ahn et al., 2016), we can274

find more quote occurrences.275

For each quote occurrence, we take the 40 words276

preceding and following it as its left and right277

contexts, respectively. The concatenation of the278

left and right contexts forms a context, and a con-279

text and the corresponding quote form a context-280

quote pair. We remove the repeated context-quote281

pairs and filter out the quotes appearing less than 5282

times in the corpora. To avoid dataset imbalance,283

we randomly select 200 context-quote pairs for a284

quote appearing more than 200 times and discard285

its other context-quote pairs. Finally, we obtain286

126,713 context-quote pairs involving 6,108 differ-287

ent quotes, which form the English part of QuoteR.288

We split all the context-quote pairs into training,289

validation and test sets roughly in the ratio 8:1:1,290

making sure that all the quotes appear in the valida-291

tion and test sets while 100 quotes do not appear in292

the training set. We split the dataset in this way in293

order to observe how quote recommendation mod-294

els perform in the zero-shot situation, where the295

model has never seen the gold quote of some vali-296

dation/test contexts during training. The statistics297

of the final split dataset are listed in Table 1.298

4.2 The Standard Chinese Part299

We gather standard Chinese quotes from a large300

quote collection website named Juzimi5. More301

than 32,000 standard Chinese quotes are collected302

altogether. To obtain quote contexts, we use two303

corpora including a corpus composed of answer304

text from a Chinese QA website6 and a large-scale305

book corpus that we specifically build and com-306

5https://www.juzimi.com/
6https://github.com/brightmart/nlp_

chinese_corpus

prises over 8,000 free Chinese e-books. The total 307

size of the two corpora is about 32 GB. 308

Then we use the same method in building the 309

English part to extract quote occurrences from 310

the corpora. Since Chinese is not naturally word- 311

segmented, we take the 50 characters (rather than 312

words) before and after a quote occurrence as the 313

left and right contexts. In addition, since there are 314

fewer quotes and contexts for the standard Chinese 315

part, we reduce the minimum number of occur- 316

rences for a selected quote to 3, and the maximum 317

number of retained contexts per quote to 150. After 318

deduplication and filtering, we obtain the standard 319

Chinese part of QuoteR, which has 40,842 context- 320

quote pairs involving 3,004 quotes. 321

We split the standard Chinese part in the same 322

way as the English part, and the statistics are also 323

shown in Table 1. 324

4.3 The Classical Chinese Part 325

Classical Chinese quotes, including classical po- 326

ems and proverbs, are often cited in standard Chi- 327

nese writing. Considering that classical Chinese is 328

very different from standard Chinese, we separate 329

classical Chinese quotes from standard Chinese 330

ones. We collect over 17,000 classical Chinese 331

quotes from Gushiwenwang,7 a classical Chinese 332

poetry and literature repository website, and afore- 333

mentioned Juzimi.8 334

Then we adopt the same way as standard Chinese 335

to extract context-quote pairs from the two Chinese 336

corpora and conduct deduplication and filtering. 337

Finally, we obtain the classical Chinese part of 338

QuoteR that comprises 116,537 context-quote pairs 339

of 4,438 quotes. The statistics of this part after 340

splitting are also in Table 1. 341

4.4 Quality Assessment by Human 342

After the construction of QuoteR, we assess its 343

quality by human. For each part, we randomly sam- 344

ple 100 context-quote pairs, and ask three annota- 345

tors to independently determine whether each quote 346

fits the corresponding context. The final results are 347

obtained by voting. Finally, 99/98/94 context-quote 348

pairs are regard as suitable for the three parts, re- 349

spectively. The results verify the quality of QuoteR, 350

which is expected because the data are extracted 351

from high-quality corpora like books. 352

7https://www.gushiwen.org/
8Juzimi provides the dates when the quotes appear so that

we can distinguish classical and standard Chinese quotes.
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5 Methodology353

In this section, we elaborate on our proposed quote354

recommendation model. This model is based on the355

representative pre-trained language model BERT356

(Devlin et al., 2019), but can be readily adapted to357

other pre-trained language models.358

5.1 Basic Framework359

Similar to most previous methods (Tan et al., 2016;360

Ahn et al., 2016), we use BERT as the text en-361

coder to learn vector representations of contexts362

and quotes, and then calculate the similarity be-363

tween the representations of the query context and364

a candidate quote as the rank score of the quote.365

Learning Representations of Quotes366

We first obtain the representations of quotes. For-367

mally, for a candidate quote comprising m tokens368

q = {x1, · · · , xm} ∈ Q, we feed it into BERT and369

obtain a series of hidden states:370

hq
[C],h

q
1, · · · ,h

q
m = BERTq([C], x1, · · · , xm), (1)371

where [C] denotes the special [CLS] token in372

BERT that is added to the front of a sequence. Fol-373

lowing Devlin et al. (2019), we use the hidden state374

of [C] as the representation of the quote: q =375

hq
[C]. The representations of all quotes form the376

quote representation matrix Q = [q1, · · · ,q|Q|].377

Learning Representations of Contexts378

We can use another BERT as the context encoder to379

obtain the representation of the query context c =380

[cl; cr]. Considering the context is composed of left381

and right contexts that are not naturally joined, we382

can insert an additional separator token between383

them before feeding them into BERT:384

hc
[C], · · · = BERTc([C], cl,[S], cr), (2)385

where [S] is the sentence separator token [SEP]386

in BERT. We can also use the hidden state of [C]387

as the representation of the context: c = hc
[C].388

However, it is actually inconsistent with the gen-389

eral use of BERT. Whether in pre-training or fine-390

tuning, when the input to BERT is two text seg-391

ments connected by the separator token, the hidden392

state of [CLS] is only used to classify the relation393

between the two segments, e.g., to predict whether394

the second segment is the actual next sentence of395

the first segment in the next sentence prediction396

(NSP) pre-training task (Devlin et al., 2019).397

We turn to another pre-training task of BERT,398

masked language modeling (MLM), which is a399

cloze task (Taylor, 1953) aimed at predicting400

masked tokens. Specifically, some tokens in a 401

text sequence are randomly substituted by the spe- 402

cial [MASK] tokens and the hidden states of the 403

[MASK] tokens are fed into a classifier to predict 404

the original tokens. Quote recommendation given 405

context can be regarded as a special cloze task 406

whose object of prediction is quotes rather than 407

tokens. Inspired by the MLM pre-training task, we 408

propose another way to learn the context represen- 409

tation by inserting an additional [MASK] token: 410

411
hc
[C], · · · ,h

c
[M], · · · = BERTc([C], cl,[M], cr), (3) 412

where [M] is the [MASK] token. We use the hid- 413

den state of [M] as the representation of the query 414

context: c = hc
[M].9 415

Calculating Rank Scores of Candidate Quotes 416

After obtaining the representations of all candidate 417

quotes and the query context, the rank score of a 418

candidate quote can be calculated by softmax: 419

p = softmax(Q>c), (4) 420

where p is a normalized probability vector whose 421

i-th element is the rank score of the i-th quote. 422

5.2 Training Strategy 423

As in previous work (Tan et al., 2016), we can sim- 424

ply use the cross-entropy loss to train the quote 425

and context encoders simultaneously. However, 426

there are two problems. (1) For each context in 427

the training set, the quote encoder needs to be up- 428

dated for every quote in the quote set. In other 429

words, the BERT-based quote encoder would be 430

fine-tuned thousands of times per training instance, 431

which requires formidably big GPU memory and 432

long training time.10 (2) The huge imbalance be- 433

tween positive and negative samples (one vs. sev- 434

eral thousands) would weaken the capacity of the 435

quote encoder and, in turn, impair the final quote 436

recommendation performance. 437

A simple solution is to freeze the quote encoder 438

during training, i.e., use the raw pre-trained BERT 439

as the quote encoder, and train the context encoder 440

only. But the untrained quote encoder would de- 441

crease final quote recommendation performance, as 442

demonstrated in later experiments. To address these 443

issues, inspired by the study on noise contrastive 444

9The hidden state of [M] can also be regarded as the
representation of the required quote for the query context. In
this view, the rank score in Eq. (4) is actually calculated by the
similarity between a candidate quote and the required quote.

10We find that four 16-GB GPUs would be out of memory
during training even though we set the batch size to 1.
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estimation (NCE) (Gutmann and Hyvärinen, 2012),445

we adopt the negative sampling strategy in train-446

ing. For each context-quote pair, we select some447

non-gold quotes as negative samples, and calculate448

a pseudo-rank score of the gold quote among the449

selected quotes. Formally, for a context-quote pair450

(c, q), the pseudo-rank score of q is451

p∗ =
eq·c

eq·c +
∑

q∗∈N(q) e
q∗·c , (5)452

where N(q) is the set of quotes selected as negative453

samples. Then the training loss is the cross-entropy454

based on the pseudo-rank score: L = − log(p∗).455

The problem about quote encoder training has456

been largely solved, but the context encoder may457

be under-trained. The context encoder needs to458

process lots of contexts and thus requires more459

training than the quote encoder. Therefore, we460

adopt a two-stage training strategy. After the si-461

multaneous training of quote and context encoders462

in the first stage, we continue to train the context463

encoder while freezing the quote encoder in the464

second stage. The training loss of the second stage465

is the cross-entropy loss among all quotes.466

5.3 Incorporation of Sememes467

Most quotes are quite pithy, and thus it is usually468

hard to learn their representations well. To obtain469

better quote representations, previous work tries470

incorporating external information, including the471

topic and author information of quotes, in the quote472

encoder (Tan et al., 2016, 2018). Although helpful,473

this external information is not always available474

or accurate — quite a few quotes are anonymous,475

and the topics attributed to quotes are usually from476

crowdsourcing and uninspected.477

We propose to incorporate sememe knowledge478

into quote representation learning, which is more479

general (every word can be annotated with se-480

memes) and credible (the sememe annotations of481

words are given by experts). A sememe is the min-482

imum semantic unit of human languages (Bloom-483

field, 1926), and it is believed that meanings of484

all words can be represented by a limited set of485

sememes. Sememe knowledge bases like HowNet486

(Dong and Dong, 2006) use a set of predefined se-487

memes to annotate words, so that the meaning of488

a word can be precisely expressed by its sememes.489

With the help of such sememe knowledge bases,490

sememe knowledge has been successfully utilized491

in various NLP tasks (Qi et al., 2021).492

Inspired by the studies on incorporating se-493

memes into recurrent neural networks (Qin et al., 494

2020) and transformers (Zhang et al., 2020) to 495

improve their representation learning ability, we 496

adopt a similar way to incorporate sememes into 497

the quote encoder. We simply add the average 498

embedding of a word’s sememes to every token 499

embedding of the word in BERT. Formally, for a 500

word in a quote that is divided into n tokens after 501

tokenization w = x1, · · · , xn, the embedding of 502

its each token xi is transformed into 503

xi → xi +
α

|S(w)|
∑

sj∈S(w)

sj, ∀i = 1, · · · , n (6) 504

where S(w) is the sememe set of the word w, and 505

α is a hyper-parameter controlling the weight of 506

sememe embeddings. Following previous work 507

(Qin et al., 2020), the sememe embeddings are 508

randomly initialized and updated during training. 509

6 Experiments 510

In this section, we evaluate our model and previous 511

quote recommendation methods on QuoteR. 512

6.1 Approaches for Comparison 513

We have three groups of approaches for compari- 514

son. The first group consists of two methods that 515

widely serve as baselines in previous studies. (1.1) 516

CRM, namely context-aware relevance model (He 517

et al., 2010) that recommends the quote whose 518

known contexts are most similar to the query con- 519

text. (1.2) LSTM, which uses two LSTM encoders 520

to learn representations of quotes and contexts. 521

The second group includes representative ap- 522

proaches proposed in previous studies. (2.1) top-k 523

RM, namely top-k rank multiplication (Ahn et al., 524

2016), which is a rank aggregation method based 525

on the ensemble of a statistical method, random 526

forest, CNN and LSTM. (2.2) NNQR (Tan et al., 527

2016), which reforms LSTM by incorporating ad- 528

ditional quote information (topic and author) into 529

the quote encoder and perturbing the word embed- 530

dings of quotes. (2.3) N-QRM (Tan et al., 2018), 531

which further improves NNQR mostly by adjust- 532

ing the training loss to prevent overfitting. (2.4) 533

Transform (Wang et al., 2021), which uses Trans- 534

former+GRU to encode contexts and transforms 535

context embeddings into the space of quote embed- 536

dings learned from another Transformer.11 537

The third group comprises two BERT-based 538

approaches that are frequently utilized in sen- 539

11It is originally designed to recommend quotes in dialog,
and we adapt it to the writing situation. It is also the only
adaptable method of other content-based recommend tasks.
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Dataset English Standard Chinese Classical Chinese

Model MRR NDCG R̃ /R̄ /σR Recall@1/10/100 MRR NDCG R̃ /R̄ /σR Recall@1/10/100 MRR NDCG R̃ /R̄ /σR Recall@1/10/100

CRM 0.192 0.193 599/1169/1408 16.51/23.66/32.78 0.397 0.407 13/325/584 33.60/49.32/61.70 0.198 0.203 166/548/811 14.52/28.79/44.51
LSTM 0.321 0.320 30/334/727 27.23/40.78/62.47 0.292 0.290 48/338/574 24.78/37.71/58.06 0.247 0.245 56/341/633 20.08/33.23/56.96
top-k RM 0.422 0.431 6/548/1243 35.99/53.31/66.20 0.480 0.494 3/377/774 40.17/60.67/72.26 0.294 0.299 48/511/980 23.54/39.58/56.90
NNQR 0.318 0.319 31/359/773 26.78/41.10/61.29 0.271 0.271 54/348/595 22.94/35.72/57.18 0.272 0.270 41/310/620 22.03/36.59/60.63
N-QRM 0.365 0.368 28/777/1465 32.24/44.41/58.26 0.343 0.347 55/575/890 30.20/41.22/54.15 0.287 0.288 98/917/1373 24.88/35.02/49.49
Transform 0.561 0.568 1/241/749 50.11/65.88/79.98 0.512 0.519 2/271/576 45.50/60.31/72.83 0.449 0.453 5/269/663 39.01/55.78/73.58
BERT-Sim 0.526 0.529 2/487/1064 49.38/58.05/67.75 0.500 0.508 2/229/511 44.47/59.07/72.21 0.439 0.443 7/320/711 38.85/53.04/68.32
BERT-Cls 0.310 0.329 7/134/453 18.15/57.11/82.05 0.378 0.395 5/152/413 26.88/57.90/78.38 0.330 0.345 8/135/377 21.93/54.27/78.75

Ours 0.572 0.580 1/123/433 50.74/69.03/83.84 0.541 0.548 2/139/370 47.91/64.97/79.35 0.484 0.490 3/146/422 41.67/60.78/79.38
-Sememe 0.568 0.574 1/145/492 51.05/67.07/82.34 0.535 0.543 2/160/402 47.62/63.66/77.68 0.475 0.481 3/152/435 40.93/60.26/78.39
-ReTrain 0.299 0.307 12/176/503 20.46/47.89/75.74 0.255 0.260 20/210/435 16.87/42.94/68.43 0.265 0.269 17/184/450 17.87/43.56/72.89

-SimTrain 0.529 0.532 2/467/1060 49.31/58.97/69.48 0.519 0.526 2/204/489 46.00/62.03/75.34 0.465 0.470 4/310/713 41.40/55.53/70.09

Table 2: Quote recommendation results of different models on the three parts of QuoteR. Recall@1/10/10 is
percentage. The boldfaced results exhibit statistically significant improvement over the other results with p<0.1
given by paired t-tests, and the underlined results mean no significant difference.

tence matching and sentence pair classification.540

(3.1) BERT-Sim, which is the vanilla BERT-based541

model discussed in §5.1. It directly uses the hidden542

states of the [CLS] tokens as the representations543

of both quotes and contexts, and freezes the quote544

encoder during training, as explained in §5.2. (3.2)545

BERT-Cls, which conducts a binary classification546

for the concatenation of the query context and a547

candidate quote.548

6.2 Evaluation Metrics549

Following previous work (Ahn et al., 2016; Tan550

et al., 2018), we use three evaluation metrics: (1)551

Mean reciprocal rank (MRR), the average recipro-552

cal values of the ranks of the gold quotes; (2) Nor-553

malized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG@K)554

(Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002), a widely used555

measure of ranking quality and is computed by556

NDCG@K = ZK

K∑
i=1

2r(i) − 1

log2(i+ 1)
, (7)557

where r(i) = 1 if the i-th quote is the gold quote,558

otherwise r(i) = 0, ZK = 1 is a normalization559

constant. We report the average of NDCG@5560

scores of all the evaluated query contexts. (3) Re-561

call@K, the proportion of query contexts whose562

gold quotes are ranked in respective top K candi-563

date quotes, K = {1, 10, 100}.564

Besides, we use another three evaluation metrics:565

(4) Median Rank (R̃), (5) Mean Rank (R̄) and566

(6) Rank Variance (σR), the median, average and567

standard deviation of the ranks of gold quotes.568

The higher MRR, NDCG@K and Recall@K and569

the lower R̃, R̄ and σR are, the better a model is.570

6.3 Implementation Details571

We use BERTBASE for both English and Chinese572

from Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020). We use the573

AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2018)574

with an initial learning rate 5e-5 that gradually de- 575

clines to train our model. We randomly select N 576

negative samples, and N is tuned in {4,9,19,29,39} 577

on the validation set. The weight of sememe em- 578

beddings α is tuned in {0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0}. The 579

underlined numbers are final picks. For the previ- 580

ous methods, we use their original hyperparameters 581

and experimental settings given in the papers. 582

6.4 Experimental Results 583

Table 2 lists the evaluation results of different meth- 584

ods on the three parts of QuoteR.12 We observe that 585

(1) our method achieves the best overall results and 586

displays its superiority to other methods; (2) the 587

two BERT-based models, especially BERT-Sim, 588

yield quite high performance, which reflects the im- 589

portance of a powerful sentence encoder to quote 590

recommendation; (3) among the three parts, almost 591

all methods perform worse on Classical Chinese, 592

which is presumably because Chinese BERT is 593

pre-trained on standard Chinese corpora and not 594

suitable to encode the classical Chinese quotes. 595

Ablation Study 596

We conduct ablation studies to investigate the ef- 597

fectiveness of our training strategy and the incor- 598

poration of sememes. We first remove the incorpo- 599

ration of sememes (-Sememe), then further do not 600

separately train the context encoder after the simul- 601

taneous training of the context and quote encoders 602

(-ReTrain), and finally discard the simultaneous 603

training of the two encoders and train the context 604

encoder only (-SimTrain). -SimTrain differs BERT- 605

Sim only in the choice of context representation 606

([MASK] vs. [CLS]). 607

The results of ablation studies are given in the 608

last three rows of Table 2. We have the follow- 609

12We also conduct evaluation in the setting where only the
left context is given. The results are in Appendix B.
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Figure 2: Recommendation performance for quotes
within different occurrence frequency ranges. The
quote numbers in the ranges are 100, 843, 985, 437,
283, 225, 74 and 47, respectively.

ing observations: (1) -Sememe causes consistent610

performance decline as compared to Ours, which611

demonstrates the role of sememes in improving612

quote encoding, thereby benefiting quote recom-613

mendation; (2) the performance of -ReTrain is614

pretty poor, which reflects the necessity of separate615

training for the context encoder after simultane-616

ous training; (3) -SimTrain is inferior to -Sememe,617

which displays the usefulness of simultaneously618

training the two encoders; (4) -SimTrain outper-619

forms BERT-Sim, proving the superiority of choos-620

ing [MASK] to represent contexts in our method.621

6.5 Effect of Occurrence Frequency622

In this subsection, we investigate the effect of the623

gold quote’s occurrence frequency on recommen-624

dation performance. Figure 2 shows MRR and625

NDCG@5 results for quotes that have different626

numbers of contexts in the training set of the stan-627

dard Chinese part. We observe that the occurrence628

frequency has great impact on quote recommen-629

dation performance. Basically, increasing occur-630

rences of quotes in the training set can increase rec-631

ommendation performance, because we can learn632

better representations for the quotes with more ad-633

equate training. But the most frequent quotes does634

not have the best performance, possibly because635

these quotes carry very rich semantics and can be636

cited in various contexts , which makes it very hard637

to correctly recommend them. In addition, the per-638

formance for the unseen quotes is very limited. It639

reflects the weakness of our model in the zero-shot640

situation, whose solution is left for future work.641

6.6 Human Evaluation642

As mentioned in §3, there may be other quotes643

that are suitable for a query context besides the644

Rank Quote Score
1 sufficient for the day is its own trouble 0.723
2 sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof 0.124
3 you can never plan the future by the past 0.060
4 tomorrow will be a new day 0.025
5 the darkest hour is just before the dawn 0.008

Table 3: Top 5 results for the context in Figure 1.

gold quote. Hence, we conduct a human evalua- 645

tion on the recommendation results of our method. 646

We randomly select 50 contexts from the valida- 647

tion set of the standard Chinese part and list the 648

top 10 quotes recommended by our method for 649

each context. Then we ask annotators to make a 650

binary suitability decision for the quotes. Each 651

quote is annotated by 3 native speakers and the 652

final decision is made by voting. For each con- 653

text, we regard the suitable quote with the high- 654

est ranking as the gold quote, and re-evaluate the 655

recommendation performance: NDCG@5=0.661, 656

Recall@1/10=0.50/0.92.13 In contrast, the origi- 657

nal evaluation results among the 50 contexts are 658

NDCG@5=0.439 , Recall@1/10=0.36/0.64. By 659

comparison, we can conclude that the real perfor- 660

mance of our method is substantially underesti- 661

mated. We also count the average number of suit- 662

able quotes among the top 10 quotes, which is 1.76. 663

6.7 Case Study 664

We feed the context in Figure 1 into our model, 665

and print the top 5 recommended quotes and their 666

rank scores in Table 3. We find that the gold quote 667

is ranked 2nd, but the first one is actually another 668

statement version of the gold quote and has exactly 669

the same meaning. In addition, the 3rd and 4th 670

quotes are also related to the context. More cases 671

are given in Appendix D due to space limit. 672

7 Conclusion and Future Work 673

In this paper, we build a large and the first open 674

quote recommendation dataset QuoteR and conduct 675

an extensive evaluation of existing quote recom- 676

mendation methods on it. We also propose a new 677

model that achieves absolute outperformance over 678

previous methods, and its effectiveness is proved 679

by ablation studies. In the future, we will try to 680

improve our model in handling classical Chinese 681

quotes by using a special classical Chinese pre- 682

trained model to encode them. We will also con- 683

sider boosting the performance of our model in the 684

zero-shot situation. 685

13Since we only annotate the top 10 results, there are no
other available metrics than NDCG@5 and Recall@1/10.
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8 Ethical Statements686

In this section, we discuss the ethical considera-687

tions of this paper from four perspectives.688

Dataset and Human Evaluation In terms of our689

QuoteR dataset, all the quotes are collected from690

free and open quote repository websites. Besides,691

all the contexts are extracted from open corpora, in-692

cluding free public domain e-books and other open693

corpora. Therefore, there is no intellectual property694

problem for the dataset. In addition, we conduct the695

human evaluation by a reputable data annotation696

company. The annotators are fairly compensated697

by the company, based on the previous annotation698

tasks. Further, we do not directly communicate699

with the annotators, so that their privacy is well700

preserved. Finally, the dataset and the human eval-701

uation are not sensitive and thus do not need to be702

approved by the institutional review board (IRB).703

Application Quote recommendation is a practi-704

cal task and our model can be put into service. In705

actual use cases, users just need to input a query706

context and our model should output a list of can-707

didate quotes that fit the given context. All people708

may benefit from our model during writing. If our709

model fails, some inappropriate quotes that cannot710

fit the query context would be output, but no one711

would be harmed. There are indeed biases in the712

dataset we build. Some quotes are very frequent713

while the others are not, as illustrated in §6.5. The714

infrequent quotes are less recommended and may715

cause the failure of our model in some cases. In716

terms of misuse, to the best of our knowledge, such717

a quote recommendation model is hardly misused.718

After the deployment of our model, the system719

would not collect data from users. It does not have720

any potential harm to vulnerable populations, ei-721

ther.722

Energy Saving To save energy, we use the base723

version of BERT rather than larger pre-trained lan-724

guage models, although the larger ones would prob-725

ably yield better performance. Besides, as dis-726

cussed in §5.2, we find that the simultaneous train-727

ing of the context and quote encoders requires very728

big memory and computation resources, and thus729

we adopt the strategy of negative sampling in train-730

ing.731

Use of Identity Characteristics In this work,732

we do not use any demographic or identity charac-733

teristics information.734
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A More Statistics of QuoteR892

We count the numbers of quotes within different893

ranges of context-quote pair numbers, and the re-894

sults are shown in Table 4. We can see the long tail,895

i.e., most quotes occur a few times while a small896

amount of quotes appear very frequently, which897

demonstrates the necessity of restricting the max-898

imum number of contexts for a quote during the899

construction of QuoteR.900

English Part
#Context [5,10] (10,20] (20,50] (50,100] (100,200]
#Quote 2,994 1,456 1,233 257 168

Standard Chinese Part
#Context [5,10] (10,20] (20,50] (50,100] (100,150]
#Quote 2,207 371 272 79 75

Classical Chinese Part
#Context [3,10] (10,20] (20,50] (50,100] (100,150]
#Quote 1,995 1,074 761 316 292

Table 4: The distribution of quotes within different oc-
currence frequency (the number of context-quote pairs)
ranges of the three parts of QuoteR.

B Quote Recommendation with Left901

Context Only902

Following previous work (Tan et al., 2015; Ahn903

et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2018), the evaluation ex-904

periments are conducted in the setting where both905

the left and right contexts are given. However, in906

practical terms, quote recommendation given the907

left context only might be more useful. Therefore,908

we also conduct experiments in the setting where909

only the left context is given. Table 6 shows the910

results. We can see that our method is still the best911

one on all three parts. In addition, the performance912

of all methods decreases substantially, which indi-913

cates that both the left and right contexts provide914

important information for quote recommendation.915

C Effect of Negative Sample Number916

In this subsection, we investigate the effect of the917

negative sample number (#NS), a hyper-parameter918

of our method, on quote recommendation perfor-919

mance. Table 5 gives the results of different neg-920

ative sample numbers on the validation set of the921

standard Chinese part of QuoteR.922

We can see that increasing negative samples923

(from 4 to 19) can increase quote recommenda-924

tion performance, which is because the quote en-925

coder can be trained more sufficiently. However,926

when the negative samples continue increasing, the927

#NS MRR NDCG R̃ /R̄ /σR Recall@1/10/100

4 0.533 0.540 2 / 161 / 412 47.48 / 63.23 / 77.68
9 0.534 0.541 2 / 148 / 381 47.50 / 63.97 / 78.83

19 0.541 0.548 2 / 139 / 370 47.91 / 64.97 / 79.35
29 0.545 0.552 2 / 174 / 434 47.06 / 63.58 / 76.92
39 0.535 0.543 2 / 132 / 357 47.17 / 64.97 / 79.43

Table 5: Quote recommendation results with different
negative sample numbers (#NS). The boldfaced results
exhibit statistically significant improvement over the
other results with p<0.1 given by paired t-tests, and
the underlined results mean no significant difference.

performance fluctuates or even decreases. That is 928

possibly because of the imbalance of positive and 929

negative samples (there is only one positive sam- 930

ple, namely the gold quote), as explained in §5.2. 931

Therefore, taking both performance and computa- 932

tion efficiency into consideration, we choose 19 as 933

the final negative sample number. 934

D More Case Studies 935

Table 7-9 show three quote recommendation cases 936

for English, standard and classical Chinese, respec- 937

tively. (1) For the standard Chinese case in Table 7, 938

the gold quote is also ranked first properly. More- 939

over, the 2nd and 5th recommendations, which 940

convey the meaning of “change is the only constant 941

thing in the world”, also fit the given context. (2) 942

For the English case in Table 8, the gold quote is 943

correctly ranked first. And the 2nd and 5th recom- 944

mended quotes have the same meaning as the gold 945

one, and thus suitable for the context as well. (3) 946

For the classical Chinese case in Table 9, the gold 947

quote receives the highest rank score once again. 948

And the 2nd recommended quote actually suits the 949

context too. In addition, the 4th quote is also se- 950

mantically related to the meaning of the context. 951

The three cases can demonstrate the effectiveness 952

and practicability of our quote recommendation 953

model. 954

E Reproducibility 955

In this section, we report more experimental details 956

to ensure the reproducibility of this paper. 957

All the experiments are conducted on a server 958

that has 32 Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum 8163 959

@2.50GHz CPUs and 4 16-GB Nvidia Tesla V100 960

GPUs. The operation system is Ubuntu 18.04. We 961

use Python v3.6.9 and PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019) 962

v1.7.1 to implement our model. More details about 963

the implementation, e.g., dependency libraries, can 964

11



Dataset English Standard Chinese Classical Chinese

Model MRR NDCG R̃ /R̄ /σR Recall@1/10/100 MRR NDCG R̃ /R̄ /σR Recall@1/10/100 MRR NDCG R̃ /R̄ /σR Recall@1/10/100

CRM 0.154 0.156 353/948/1297 11.88/21.78/33.66 0.292 0.296 124/401/524 25.28/35.39/48.43 0.141 0.146 276/587/763 9.88/19.75/34.57
LSTM 0.272 0.271 89/552/992 23.38/33.87/51.12 0.210 0.208 146/483/662 18.26/27.67/45.50 0.182 0.178 117/465/750 13.87/25.44/47.80
top-k RM 0.360 0.366 30/833/1497 31.20/44.55/56.80 0.350 0.358 38/620/926 29.77/44.40/55.53 0.276 0.280 77/645/1088 22.61/36.16/52.57
NNQR 0.267 0.266 98/592/1043 22.82/33.48/50.28 0.224 0.223 145/495/683 17.16/27.67/45.81 0.189 0.187 98/441/766 14.18/26.86/50.29
N-QRM 0.270 0.272 156/1145/1735 23.40/33.18/46.54 0.266 0.270 287/778/946 21.27/30.63/42.32 0.215 0.215 356/1232/1505 17.72/27.13/40.73
Transform 0.438 0.443 6/429/1036 38.47/53.43/68.65 0.371 0.374 29/465/748 32.54/44.83/58.04 0.331 0.334 29/435/842 27.76/42.87/60.85
BERT-Sim 0.399 0.401 44/839/1407 36.95/44.75/54.32 0.364 0.370 41/431/695 31.71/44.28/56.18 0.310 0.313 56/522/902 26.32/39.05/54.56
BERT-Cls 0.265 0.275 15/237/640 16.75/45.37/71.77 0.213 0.220 24/318/646 12.47/40.53/64.67 0.204 0.208 25/253/568 11.50/38.27/66.73

Ours 0.456 0.462 4/254/685 39.62/56.21/73.26 0.413 0.419 7/97/186 34.64/53.29/75.91 0.409 0.411 9/196/419 35.22/51.47/70.82

Table 6: Quote recommendation results of different models on the three parts of QuoteR, given the left context
only. Recall@1/10/10 is percentage. The boldfaced results exhibit statistically significant improvement over the
other results with p<0.1 given by paired t-tests.

Rank Quote Score

1
人人人不不不能能能两两两次次次踏踏踏进进进同同同一一一条条条河河河流流流
No man ever steps in the same river twice 0.995

2
世界上唯一不变的就是变化
The only constant in life is change

0.002

3
萧瑟秋风今又是，换了人间
The autumn wind still sighs, but the world has changed

0.001

4
前途是光明的，道路是曲折的
The road is tortuous, but the future is bright

0.001

5
只有变化是永恒的
Change is the only constant

0.001

Table 7: A standard Chinese quote recommendation
case. Top 5 recommended quotes (the gold quote is
in boldface) are listed for the context: 从盘面上看，
股票价格会呈现某种带漂移的无规则行走，涨跌
无常，难以捉摸。[Quote]，这话放在投资领域也
同样受用。事物是在不断变化的，历史数据只能
起一定程度的参考作用。投资者想凭借历史数据
准确预测未来几乎是不可能的。(The stock price
shows some kind of irregular walk with drift, up and
down unpredictably. The saying that [Quote] is also
applicable to investment. Things are constantly chang-
ing, and historical data have limited reference value. It
is almost impossible for investors to accurately predict
the future based on historical data.)

be found in the README file of the Software in965

the supplementary materials.966

In addition, our models for English, standard967

Chinese and classical Chinese have about 308M,968

308M and 329M parameters, respectively. And the969

average training time is 7.5h, 26h and 29h, respec-970

tively.971

Rank Quote Score
1 Truth is always strange 0.984
2 Truth is always stranger than fiction 0.005
3 Truth is dangerous 0.002
4 Truth is subjectivity 0.001
5 Fact is stranger than fiction 0.001

Table 8: An English quote recommendation case. Top
5 recommended quotes (the gold quote is in boldface)
are listed for the context: We’ve talked about some of
the prophecies that have already come true in our cities
from science fiction. What are some prophecies that
have yet to come true? In a way, while sci-fi is fascinat-
ing, [Quote]. The transformation around surveillance
is already mimicking a lot of the predictions in, say, mi-
nority report, which was very much emphasizing how
surveillance and marketing were becoming completely
tailored to the individual.

Rank Quote Score

1
道道道不不不同同同，，，不不不相相相为为为谋谋谋
Persons walking different paths cannot work together 0.412

2
话不投机半句多
One word is too much for someone uncongenial

0.270

3
惺惺惜惺惺
The wise appreciate one another

0.111

4
白头如新，倾盖如故
You may know a little about old acquaintances and make
close friends with a stranger soon

0.033

5
近朱者赤，近墨者黑
One takes the behavior of one’s company

0.024

Table 9: A classical Chinese quote recommendation
case. Top 5 recommended quotes (the gold quote is in
boldface) are listed for the context: 我是少数群体中
的一员，谈不上饱受社会不文明的欺压，却也受
到主流文化对边缘群体的排斥。你不认可我，所
谓[Quote]，我哪里还能跟你热情。相反，认可我
的人就会享受我的回应，真诚也好，善良也好，
温柔也好，我会把我好的一面展示给他们。(I am
a member of a minority group, not suffering from the
oppression of uncivilized people in society, but being
ostracized by mainstream culture. If you don’t approve
of me, as the saying goes, [Quote], I can’t be enthusias-
tic about you. In contrast, the persons who approve of
me will enjoy my good side, including sincerity, good-
ness and gentleness.)
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